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W hat is Rhodium Coin?

Rhodium Coin is a limited supply store of 

value built on the Cardano Blockchain, 

inspired by the rarest and most expensive inspired by the rarest and most expensive 

precious metal on Earth. Rhodium Coin is 

designed to hold and increase price and 

purchasing power over long periods of time. 

Using the superior Cardano blockchain 

technology, Rhodium Coin is designed to be 

the Cardano Store of Value coin and 

provide benefits to all of its holders in the provide benefits to all of its holders in the 

long term.



Blockchain of Choice

Cardano is a decentralized third-generation

proof-of-stake blockchain platform, 

founded by Charles Hoskinson. The 

Cardano blockchain is focused on 

sustainability, scalability, and transparency sustainability, scalability, and transparency 

and is a fully open source project that wants 

to deliver an inclusive, fair, and resilient 

infrastructure for financial and social 

applications on a global scale, which

coincides with our goals and values at

Rhodium Coin. It was an easy decision for

us to decide on minting Rhodium Coin on us to decide on minting Rhodium Coin on 

Cardano due to the fast transaction speeds, 

low transaction fees, scalability, and user 

friendliness of the ecosystem.



Tokenomics

20% ICO

10% RHOD VAULT NFT’s

20% LIQUIDITY

1,000,000 TOTAL SUPPLY

20% RHODIUM PIRATES

10% TEAM 

10% RHOD TREASURY

8% RHOD REWARDS COIN

2% RHOD MARKETING POOLS



Staking

The Rhodium Rewards Coin NFT will be available to all RHOD

holders, sold at 40 ADA each. 80,000 RHOD will be dedicated to the Staking

NFT rewards. The rewards rate will be 10% APY or 0.1 RHOD per RHOD NFT rewards. The rewards rate will be 10% APY or 0.1 RHOD per RHOD 

staked. Snapshots will be taken monthly, whether you buy or sell, rewards 

will be calculated correctly. Rewards will be distributed to all holders on July 

1st, 2023, this will concur yearly until the 80,000 supply has been distributed. 

Staking NFT holders will be required to hold Rhodium Coin in order to

earn rewards. Only one Staking NFT per RHOD wallet.

NFT Staking

Marketing Stake Pools

Both MuesliSwap and VyFi were provided with 10,000 RHOD to 

their respective stake pools, in which you are able to stake their 

native token in order to earn RHOD tokens in return.



Rhodium Vault NFT

Rhodium Vault NFTs will represent 250 RHOD each, with a limited supply of 400 NFTs. 

100,000 RHOD will be dedicated to the Rhodium Vaults, 10% of the total supply of Rhodium 

Coin.The mint price will be 250 ADA for one Vault, 450 ADA for two Vaults, and 600 ADA 

for three Vaults. Limit of three Rhodium Vaults per mint transaction. In September 2025, 

125 RHOD will be released to each Rhodium Vault holder's wallet. September 2027, the 

remaining 125 RHOD will be released to each holder. Both releases will be automatically 

distributed at no cost to the holders. The Rhodium Vault NFTs will be staked on the 

Cardano Lands platform, which will earn holders additional rewards. The Rhodium Coin Cardano Lands platform, which will earn holders additional rewards. The Rhodium Coin 

Team has acquired 250,000 EXO tokens, which is the minimum amount to secure the 

''HIgh League'' position on Cardano Lands. This will maximize rewards for all holders in 

addition to airdrops of new items on the Cardano Lands platform. 

CardanoLands NFT Staking Formula: 

X = Const(10 000) / Supply

MP(NFT) = X * Holders / Const (1000)

MP (Collection) = MP (NFT) * SupplyMP (Collection) = MP (NFT) * Supply

To learn more about the CardanoLands NFT staking process, visit their W hitepaper: 

https://whitepaper.cardanolands.com/ecosystem/cnft-staking



Rhodium Pirates / 

Founder & Original Holders NFT

The Rhodium Pirate NFTs are a limited supply collection 

of 150 NFTs. The rewards rate will be 25 RHOD per 

month, per Rhodium Pirate NFT held. 200,000 RHOD 

(20% of the total supply) will be dedicated to the Rhodium 

Pirate rewards, Rewards will be distributed monthly. 

Founders Edition and Original Holders NFTs that were 

distributed during the ICO will draw their rewards

from the treasury supply. Founders Edition NFTs will from the treasury supply. Founders Edition NFTs will 

draw 4 RHOD per month, Original Holders NFTs will draw 

3 RHOD per month, rewards for these two NFTs will be 

distributed biannually.



Mission

The Rhodium Coin mission is to fairly 

introduce your store of value to the 

Cardano Blockchain. The distribution 

methods we are pursuing for Rhodium Coin 

will ensure that it becomes a steadily

growing asset for all. Rhodium Coin 

embraces the genesis of Blockchain embraces the genesis of Blockchain 

Technology by introducing a fair, honest,

and inclusive approach to building a digital 

store of value for the world.


